
DISSERTATION REFERENCING

5 days ago Thesis or Dissertation. To be made up of: Author; Year of submission (in round brackets); Title of thesis (in
italics); Degree statement.

So you might see, for example; Scholars often complain that there are "far too many referencing styles for the
young scholar to keep track of" Smith , p. Accession or Order No. If you're in any doubt about whether a
source has influenced an assertion you're making, cite it! Author-date entries must always form a unique
identifier for a particular source â€” if a scholar has been exceptionally busy in a given year and produced
multiple papers that are being cited in the present written work, the convention is to refer to them, both in-text
and in the reference list, using the convention a, b, etc. Title of doctoral dissertation or master's thesis Doctoral
dissertation or Master's thesis, the name of the University, city, country. So, if you introduce a quote with
"Smith says thatâ€¦" you wouldn't normally repeat Smith's name a few words later in parentheses. Reference
list entry: Knight, A. Exercise and osteoarthritis of the knee Unpublished master's dissertation. Format and
features MLA MLA is something of a special case among parenthetical referencing systems as it doesn't use
dates to identify works. How do I reference my sources effectively and consistently? UMI No. Page
referencing conventions can vary considerably from format to format, depending on the discipline in which a
referencing style is generally used. If you are citing the same item twice in a row i. Dissertation is either for a
master's or a bachelor's degree with honours. Specifically, these have to do with your development as a scholar
and your participation in the collective creation of knowledge: Readers of your work may want to engage with
it directly, or it may simply stimulate their own thinking. You might, for example, have to fill in missing
pieces of information like place of publication for certain records, or reformat bibliographies to match your
department's requirements. When using APA to provide direct page number references it is recommended that
the author and date be included when introducing the citation and the page reference be provided in a separate
parenthetical note at the end of the citation; Smith argues that "There are far too many referencing styles for
the young scholar to keep track of" p. The Scholar's Complete Guide to Referencing. If you have already
named the author in the text, only the publication year needs to be mentioned in brackets. It aims to be even
more economical than author-date systems by identifying sources by author's name only and using minimal
punctuation in the parenthetical reference, for example Scholars often complain that there are "far too many
referencing styles for the young scholar to keep track of" Smith 6. If you think of your bibliography as
something separate from the process of researching and writing and plan to leave it till the end, remembering
every single source you cited and finding all its bibliographic details is going to be a daunting task, to say the
least. Other reasons Beyond covering yourself, though, there are a couple of other reasons why you should
practise good citation habits. When referencing a single page, you should use p. APA, for example, is
designed for use in Social Sciences contexts and doesn't have a straightforward built-in mechanism for
specifying page numbers, since it is expected that the vast majority of the time it will be used to reference
paraphrases and summaries rather than direct quotations. Example: Amis, , iv Common issues When you're
referencing with Leeds Harvard you may come across issues with missing details, multiple authors, edited
books, references to another author's work or online items, to name a few. Plagiarism is not always dishonest
â€” you may not be intentionally passing off someone else's work as your own â€” but if you don't cite any
source that may have influenced your thinking you're open to plagiarism accusations. Jones et al. Example: If
the page numbers are in Roman numerals, do not include p. Here are some tips on how to deal with some
common issues when using Leeds Harvard. For a range of pages, use pp. Parenthetical referencing styles
Usage Parenthetical referencing styles are the most common scholarly styles in use, and are employed across a
wide range of academic disciplines, with different formats dominant in different fields. Theses and
dissertations from online sources Reference format for a thesis from a commercial database: Author, A. Will I
use direct quotation or paraphrase? Available from Name of database.


